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Quick Quilt

Quick Quilt

Students write their name in the center. Children take turns spinning; when they land on a shape they identify, trace and color it. The 1st
one who completes their quilt is the winner. The rest of the players then color in their quilts. If you want to display these mini ones as a big
class quilt, have students glue their playing sheet to a piece of construction paper. Pre-cut the paper in a large variety of colors. Arrange
the pieces on a bulletin board or wall to look like a large quilt. To add a bit more pizzazz, make a copy of your group photo, cut the
students‘ faces into ovals and have them choose their favorite shape to glue it on.
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Print off on card stock. I’ve provided a black & white spinner as well as a colored spinner.
Poke a hole in the center (I use a protractor) insert a brass brad and then attach a paperclip.
You can have students choose whatever color they want to color their shape quilt,
(I’d encourage using lots of colors)
or you can have them color the shape to match the color on the spinner wheel.
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